Abstract. This paper introduces Modbus-RTU Communication Protocol. Then, based on the analysis of the principle of communication and combining with an instance, the paper gives out a specific method to realize the serial port communication between computer and MCU C8051F020 in Kingview 6.55.
Introduction
With the continuous development of automation technology, the application of MCU has developed from independent single one to networking. And the distributed computer control system composed by PC and multiple MCUs is applied in many areas, which brings the advantage of MCU in actual time data processing and the advantage of PC in human-machine management and data management into full play. In the system like this, configuration software is often used to accomplish the development of PC monitoring program. Configuration software, which has the features of simple programming and short cycle time, solves the problem that control engineers lack the knowledge of computer while computer engineers lack the technology and experience of control and improve efficiency of automation engineering.
MCU Hardware Circuit Design

A. CPU Circuit Design
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B. USB Circuit Design
A highly integrated USB-UART bridge chip CP2102 is selected as the communication chip. The circuit is in Fig. 2 . The USB interface can be used as a serial port in programming and then the programming is simplified. the project; function code "03" represents the operation for modules reading the register values; The computer can query the data of 00 to 07 channel. So the high-order of initial channel is "00" and low-order is 00 to 07; data length "00 0X" means that read the data form the start channel to the 0X channel; CRC check code is calculated by program. After receiving the command from computer ,the modules executes the corresponding function and return the response message. Table 3 shows the response message format.
TABLE 3 THE RESPONSE MESSAGE FORMAT OF SLAVE COMPUTER
B. Set Modbus-RTU Communication Protocol
Set the communication protocol with slave computer as Modbus-RTU communication protocol in Kingview project.
The interface of Kingview is ModbusRTU through connector of COM which is visual serial port whose address would be shown as 1/DATA_MSG. They are the steps of Set and Installation for this type of interface.
C. Kingview Monitoring Program Design
The task of monitoring program in upper computer is that transport the voltage signal in AD0-AD7 collected real-time by MCU to Kingview monitoring program and show on the AD0-AD7 on the interface.
The interface of Kingview monitoring program designed by author is shown in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 4 Interface of Kingview Monitoring Program
MCU Program Design
According to the communication protocol, the first byte of data frame is device address. The program in MCU of slave computer gets different number of device by dial switch in the process of initialization. When receive the data frame from Kingview, MCU compare the device address and local address, only the device which address match respond, and then MCU send response to the Kingview.
A. Realization of Communication
In MCU program design, use UART interrupt to communicate with upper computer. Judge the type of order in the UART interrupt, then give out the corresponding respond. (5) The serial port monitoring software is used to analysis the Modbus-RTU Communication Protocol in Kingview 6.55 in debugging, which is shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 5 Serial Port Monitoring Software It can be known from the figure that MCU can send the corresponding order actually according to the order sent by the upper, which means that it can accomplish the communicate task.
Summary
From the above, we can figure out that the Kingview software supports the communication protocol of Modbus-RTU which provides convenience for measure and control unit networking communicating made by user. The workspace for this project is shown in Fig. 6 . 
